ROBERT SMITH
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Email: info@qwikresumc.com

Phone: (0123)456789
SUMMARY

To continue develop and improvement on my already established skills, while absorbing new skills,
technology, and knowledge within a challenging environment. Most importantly, I find myself seeking new
relationships with people, in hopes of sharing experiences to learn from one another. Thus, allowing us to
improve upon each other individually, and our team as a whole.
SKILLS
Management Skills, Maintenance Skills, Multitasking.
WORK EXPERIENCE
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Set up, started, and runs all machinery, checking all controls for adherence to operating/safety
procedures and ISO standards.
Weighed ingredients to meet recipe specifications and inserts into machinery, or ensures the correct
ingredients are delivered to the work area and inserts preblended materials into machinery.
Monitored production and equipment to ensure safe and efficient operation.
Operated machinery to mix, extrude/discharge, or handle materials according to operating
procedures.
Examined materials visually or physically to ensure conformance with established standards.
Performed all required machine cleaning and 5S of the work area.
Maintained entire chemical blending shop including production and cleanliness Followed specific
recipes to blend chemicals used in the oil field Worked.
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Blend chemicals as batch card listed, let mix, and then have s Lab Tech.
Check it for approval.
My partner and I had the most batches most of the time and the fewest adjustments! Skills Used
Putting batches together as quickly as possible had.
Blend oil field chemicals.
Maintain entire chemical blending shop including production and cleanliness Followed specific
recipes to blend chemicals used in the oil field Worked.
Get a blend sheet Get raw material Measure the raw materials to the level required Pour it in a velvet
Mix all the raw materials together and pour.
Making of Laundry and dish detergent for Herb food stores, making of different dangerous
chemicals together.
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SCHOLASTICS


High School Diploma
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